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The notion of ‘cobordism’ between two crystallizations is introduced. Then it is proved that 
the classical concept of cobordism between two closed PL-manifolds can be translated in terms 
of edge-coloured graphs. 
1. btrodaction md basic notations 
This work, like other preceding ones of our research group, is placed between 
graph theory and PL-topology, with the aim of bringing discreteness to the study 
of manifolds. A general survey about the main results obtained on this line can be 
found in [6], where the theory is also illustrated by a lot of examples and 
drawings. We shall repeat here the terminology and the basic constructions 
useful for this paper, in order to make it essentially self-contained. 
All spaces and maps will be in the PL (piecewise-linear) category, in the sense 
of [ll] or [20]; the prefix ‘PL’ will always be omitted. All manifolds considered 
will be compact and connected, unless otherwise stated; a manifold without 
boundary will be called closed. 
For the used terms from graph theory, which are not explicitly defined, see [14]. 
We shall use the term graph instead of multigraph: thus a graph could have 
multiple edges, but no loops. 
A given graph r will often be denoted by (V, E), where V= V(r) and 
E = E(r) are respectively the vertex-set and the edge-set of r; both sets are 
supposed to be finite. 
By an (n + l)-co2outed graph with boundary is meant a pair (r, y), where 
r=(V,E)isagraphandr:E+k, = {i E Z IO G i S n} is an edge-coloration on r, 
by means of n + 1 colours.’ The definition implies that each vertex of r has at 
most degree n + 1; a bounclary-uertex is, by definition, a vertex whose degree is 
strictly less than II + 1. If r is a regular graph of degree n + 1 (i.e. if it has no 
boundary-vertices), then (r, y) is simply called an (n + l)-colsured graph. About 
the pt’evious concepts, compare also [3,7,5,& 
* Work perform ed under the auspices oP the G.N.S.A.G.A. of the C.N.R. (National Research 
Council of Italy). 
’ That is, y(e) # w(e’), for every pair e, e’ of adjacent edges of I’. 
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For every subset SB of A,,, let us call r, the subgraph (V, y-‘(3)) of r. In 
Iparticular, Z will denote the set A,, - {c}, c being any colour of A, : hence & will 
Idenote the subgraph obtained by deleting all edges e E E(r), with y(e) = c. 
The notion of pseudocoinplex was introduced in [ 15, p. $91, as a natural 
generalization of the simplicial one, with the aim of making more quick the 
calculus of homology groups. Roughly speaking, a pseudocomplex K is a finite 
collection of (curvilinear) simplexes, such that the intersection of any two of them, 
if non-empty, is a union of simplexes of K. The concept has been formalized as a 
particular ball-complex [20, p. 271, whose h-balls, considered with all their faces, 
are isomorphic with h -simplexes. 
The dimensiorl dim K of K is defined as max{dim A 1 A is a ball of K}. An 
n-dimensional pseudocomplex, whose vertices are exactly n + 1 is called con- 
trac ted. 
Observe that a (multijgraph f is nothing but a l-dimensional pseudocomplex; it 
is contracted iff V(r) consists of exactly two vertices. 
Given any pseudocomplex K, by IKI we denote, as usual, the space (i.e. the 
underlying polyhedron) of K. A pair (K, f), where K is a pseudocomplex and f is 
a homeomorphism between 1~1 and a given polyhedron P, is called a pseudodisec- 
tion of P: moreover, if K is a contracted pseudocomplex, Qlen (K, f) is called a 
contracted triangulation of P. 
A standard algorithm exists, which associates a pseudocomplex K = K(r) of 
dimension n to every (n + 1)-coloured graph (with or without boundary); here we 
sketch its construction: 
(a) Take an n-simplex cr,, for every vertex x E V(r), and label its vertices by A,,. 
lb) If x,y E V(r) are joined by an edge e, with y(e) = c, then identify the 
(n - l)-faces of cr, and o,,, opposite to the vertices labelled by c, in order to glue 
together equally labelled vertices. 
The result of such identifications is a pseudocomplex K = K(T), together with a 
vertex-coloration *y : V(K’) + A, (inherited from y), on its l-skeleton K’. 
For every 98 E A,,, with #46 = h + 1, the number of h-simplexes u of K, whose 
vertices belong to “y-‘(Se), equals the number of components of the subgraph 
&-a; in particular for every colour c E A,, the number of vertices V, such that 
*r(u) =c, equals :he number of components of ri: thus K(I’) is a contracted 
pseudocomplex iff all subgraphs I”, c E A,,, of r are connected. For this reason, 
I r, ~0 is called contracted, if the preceding condition holds. 
A: (n + lkcoloured graph (with boundary) (I’, y) is said to represent IK(I’)l, and 
every homeomorphic polyhedron. A contracted I n + l)-coloured graph, represent- 
ing a closed n-manifold M, is called a crystallization of M. 
It is trivial to see that a manifold admits a cot~tracted triangulation iff it can be 
represented by a crystallization. The existence theorem of contracted triangula- 
tions for every closed n-dimensional manifold has been proved bv Pezzana [171. 
The previous result leads to a representation of all closed n-mu&folds, by means 
of crystallizations [18,3,4]. 
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The elementary moves introduced in [S] generate a partition of the class of all 
n-manifold crystallizations into equivalence classes, which correspond to the 
homeomorphism classes of n-manifolds. From this point of view, the study of 
graph-invariants, which have a standard behaviour under the action of the 
previous moves, could be applied to the study of the topology of the represented 
manifolds. A good example is contained in [lo], where the combinatorial results 
of [9] about a special class of graph-imbeddings are used to define a manifold. 
invariant, which extend the classical genus and Heegaard genus of 2- and 
3-manifolds. 
An extension of the existence theorem to manifolds with connected boundary is 
proved in [l]. It is easy to see that the last result cannot be extended to manifolds 
with more than one boundary-component, as each pseudodissection of such a 
manifold fi must have at least nh vertices, where n = dim I@ and h is the number 
of connected components of a# (boundary of G). 
In the present paper, we shall prove a ‘pseudodissection theorem’ for every 
n-manifold a with h > 1 boundary-components, by means of 3 pseudocomplex 
with nh + 1 vertices (n on each component of N@, and one in the interior of I@). 
This result leads to a representation of I@, by means of a particular (n + l)- 
coloured graph with boundary, still called a crystallization of Ii%. 
Observe that the result is ‘best possible’, if we prescribe the preceding raph to 
be ‘regular’ with respect o a colour, which is an essential requirement in order to 
define its ‘boundary-graph’ (see the following section). 
We develop on such graphs an ‘orientation theory’ (Section 3) and, as a 
consequence of the quoted results, we naturally introduce the concept of ‘cobor- 
dim’ between (oriented and unoriented) crystallizations, which translates in 
terms of edge-coloured graphs the classical notion of cobordism between 
(oriented and unoriented) manifolds. 
Finally, we present a characterization theorem of 3-manifold crystallizations, 
which generalizes the ones exhibited in [7] and [l]. 
2. Gystalktks of madfolds with 8everal boundaqwomponents 
An (n + l)-coloured graph with boundary (r, y) is called regular with resgcct to 
the colour ‘c’ iff re is a regular graph of degree n. By Gn+l we shall denote the 
class of all (possibly non-connected) (n + l)-coloured graphs with boundary, 
regular with respect o the colour ‘n’. Observe that each boundary-vertex of such 
a graph has degree n, and the only missing colour (if any), is ‘n’. Each (pi + l)- 
coloured graph with empty boundary belongs obviously to Gn+l. Let (I’, y) E G,, 1 ; 
the boundary-graph (aI’, ‘y) of r is defined in [l], as follows: (a) V(#) is the set 
of boundary-vertices of r; (b) x, y E V(K) are the endpoints of an edge e E E(Z), 
with “r(e) = c E A,_l, iff x and y belong to the same component of &,,,). 
By construction, ar is a regular graph of degree n (possibly non-connected, 
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even if r is connected), and ‘y : E(W) 3 A,-1 is an edge-coloration on it: thus 
(NY, ‘r) is an n -coloured graph, and thele fore it belongs to G, ; moreover dar = 0. 
By g(r), we shall denote the number of components of a given graph r; by 
convention, we shall set g(g) = 1. 
I)eflnition 1. A connected (r, y) E G,,+l will be called Scontructed iff (a) g(&) = 1, 
and (b) for every i E A,+ gb&) = g@r). 
Furthermore, if r is non-connected, it will be called &contract~d, if each 
component of r is &contracted, according to Definition 1. 
Pro~i~ll2. Let (r, y)EG,+1 be connected and &contracted; let also g(ar) = h 
the number of its boundary-components, K = K(r) its associated pseudocomplex 
and * y : V( K ‘) -+ A,, the vertex-coloration induced on the l-skeleton K’ of K. Then 
(a) K has exactly nh + 1 vertices, i.e. n on each component of its boundury UC, 
and one in its interior. 
(b’) *y-‘(n) = {v,,} is the only interior vertex. 
(b”) For every i# n, “y-‘(i) =(s 1, . . . , vih), and each one of the vii, j = 1, . . . , II, 
lies in n difiennt component of iX. 
(c) Each component of r is a contracted n-coloured graph. 
The proof is a simple application of the described construction of K(r) and *y. 
DefMtkn 3. Let A? be a (possibly non-connected) n-dimensional manifold with 
boundary. A d-contracted (I’, y) E 6, + 1 representing I& will be called a crystallizu- 
tion of n;i. 
Remark. The previous definition reduces to the usual one, when efi = $3, or & is 
connected. 
Proposition 4. Let (I-‘, y) be a crystallization of I@ 
crysrallization of a (different) component of afi. 
Then each component of iW is a 
Roof, See ProposiGon 2(c) and [ 1, Corollary 83, 0 
A pseddodissection (K, f) of a connected I@ such that K satisfies condition (a) 
of Proposition 2, and further admits a vertex-coloration 6: V(K’) 3 A, on its 
1-Qleton, satisfying conditions (b’), (b”) of th; same Proposition 2, will be called 
a d-contructed triarogukztion of I@. The same definition can be given also if I@ is 
non-connected, by imposing the previous conditions on each component of K. 
Propos~n 5. 
crystallization. 
Ir;i admits a d-contracted triangulation iff it can be represented by a 
The proof is i straightforward. 
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A graph r = (V, E) is called bipartite if there exists two disjoint subsets X’, X” 
of V, such that V = X’ U X”, and each edge of r joins a vertex of X’ with a vertex 
of X’. 
In order to evidence the above decomposition of the vertex-set, which is unique 
if the graph is connected, we shall indicate a bipartite graph r by (X’, X”; E). 
DeMt&n 6. Let (r, y) be an (n + 1)~coloured graph with boundary, r= 
(X’, X”; E) being a bipartite graph. By an orientation s&me 6 on (r, y) we mean 
a pair (X, a), where X is either X’ or X”, and a = (ao, . . . , a,J is a permutation of 
the colour-set A,,. 
Two such orientation schemes (X, a) and (X, 6) are said to be equiua2ent, if one 
of the following two conditions holds: 
(a) X = X and 6 = p 0 a, where /3 is an even permutation. 
(b) X = V- 2 and 6 = fi 0 a. where fi is an odd permutation. 
PrOpOSitiOn 7. Let (r, y) be as in the last definition. The choice of un 
scheme 6 on r induces an orientation on [K(n1. Moreover 0 and 8 
same orientation on IlK( if they are equiualent. 
Proof. It is shown in [2, Proposition IS] that \K(r)l is orientable 
bipartite graph. 
orientation 
induce the 
iff Ip is a 
Suppose now an orientation scheme (X, a) is given on r. The permutation, a 
induces a local orientation on each n-simplex of I(K(r)\. Now, let us consider the 
orientation induced by a on each simplex represented by a vertex of X, and the 
opposite orientation on each simplex represented by a vertex of V-X, It is easy 
to check that all these local orientations are coherent, thus they define a global 
orientation on IK(f)l. The second part of the proposition follows immediately 
from the previous construction. 0 
By a colour-isomorphism (compare also [5, Definition 11) between two (n + l)- 
coloured graphs with boundary (r, y) and (r, y), is meant a pair (!P’, $), where 
@:A, +A, is a permutation on A,,, and “P = (!Pv, !&) : (V(n, E(r)) + 
(V(n, E(r)) is a graph-isomorphism, such that 7 0 ?& = $0 y. 
Suppose now r= (X’, X”; E), r= (jz’, %“; E) are bipartite graphs, and (X, a), 
(X, 6) two orientation schemes on r and r respectively. (!P, $) induces in.. a 
natural way an orientation-scheme (q,(X), a/~ 0 a) on r. 
Definition 8. With the preceding notations, we shall say that (?P, +G) is orientation- 
preserving (resp. orientation-reversing), if (X, 6) and (?Pv(X), +a) are equival- 
ent (resp. non-equivalent) schemes on r. 
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It is easy to see that every colour-isomorphism (q, 9) between r and r induces 
a homeomorphism TV between \K(r)j and IK(n\. Furthermore, if both graphs 
are bipartite, and (Y, rfi) is orientation-preserving (resp. orientation-reversing), 
with respect o two fked orientation schemes, then Tly-preserves (resp. reverses) 
the induced orientations of the associated polyhedra. 
We will call (r, y) and (r, y) isomorphic (denoted (r, y) = (r, jQ), if there exists a 
colour-isomorphism between them. Moreover, if both graphs are bipartite, and two 
orientation schemes 0, d are defined on them, then they will be called&somorphic (in 
symbols ((r, y ), 6) = ((r, y), b)), if there exists an orientation-preserving colour- 
isomorphism between them. 
Finally, let us concider an (n c l)-coloured graph (r, y) regular with respect o 
the colour ‘rz’, and with h boundary-components (air, “ri)* i = 1,. . . , h. Suppose 
also r = (X’, X”; E) is a bipartite graph, and 6 = (X, cy) an orientation scheme on 
it. There is a natural way to r:onsid,er a (generally non-unique) induced orientation 
scheme “Oi = (“Xi,““a) on each component of N, by the following rules: 
(a) Choose an equivalent scheme (2, d;i = (GO,. . . , ii,) on r, such that 6,, = n. 
(b) Define the induced scheme “epi on (a$-‘, “ri), by setting “Xi = 2 n V(aJ), and 
% = (Go, . . . , tin-l). 
The preceding construction is not uniquely determined, as it depends on the 
choice of (x, dir); nevertheless, all the so constructed induced schemes on (air, “ri) 
are equivalent; furthermore, the induced orientation on IK(&nl = la&I is ccher- 
cnt with the orientation induced on IK(IJl by 6. 
4. Ihe existence theorem 
The goal of the present section is the proof of the following theorem. 
Existence Theorem. Ler n;i be a (connected) n-manifold, with h boundary- 
cornponerrrs aiIGIy i = 1, . . . , h. 
F~F every crystallization (rl, y’) of a&#, there exists a crystallization (r, y) of I@, 
such that (r’, y’) = (a.r, ‘y). 
Moreover. if ti (and therefore ati) is oriented, and 6’ is an orientation scheme on 
f’. inducing on & tlke fixed orientation. then there exists an orientation scheme 6 
on K whose induced scheme “6 makes (r’, y’) and (C, ‘y) @-equivalent (i.e. 
err’. y’). 0’) = ((K “$4 m). 
An equivalent statement of the previous theorem, in terms of pseudodissec- 
tions, says that every contracted triangulation of the boundary of a can be 
extended !o a &contracted triangulation of M itself; moreover, if fi is oriented, 
then the extension can be accomplished, in order to preserve a fixed coherent 
orientation on NGf. 
The proof needs two lemmas. 
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IAJMMB 9. Let fi be as in the preceding theorem; let also (ICI, fi) be a contracted 
tianguziUion of a&2, i = 1,. . . , h. 
Then there exists a pseudodissection of I@., indwing (K{, fi) on each a,fi 
The proof is a simple extensiirSn of that of Proposition 10 of [I], hence it will be 
omitted. 
By a pseudodissection (K, K’, )“) of the polyhedral pair QP, P’) is meant, as usual, 
a homeomorphism f : IK\ --) P such that f(lK’l) = P’. 
Lemma 10. Let I@ be an n-manifold with connected boundary afi, and P’ any 
(n - l)-dimensional subpolyhedran of I@‘, containing &. 
If there exists a pseudodissection (H, K’, f) of the pair (I@, P’), K’ being a 
contracted (n - l)-complex, then there exists another pseudodissection (K, K’, g) of 
(a, IF), so that K is itserf a contracted n-complex. 
The proof is entirely analogous to that of Proposition 9 of [I]. 
bf of the Existence ‘JTtreorem. Let I@ be an n-manifold with h boundary- 
components a$%, i = 1,. . . , h. Let also (ri, 7;) be a crystallization of aiA%, and 
(KI, fi) the associated contracted triangulation. Each vertex of K: is naturally 
labelled by one of the ‘colours’ 0, 1, . . . , n - 1 (by means of the map *yi); let us 
call t)ii the (only) vertex of K:, such that *n(Uij) = j. 
By Lemma 9, there exists a pseudodissection (If, cp), which induces (KI, f:) on 
each aiI@. Fix now two (n - 1)-simplexes A,,, I&_-r on .K& and Ki__ 1 respectively, 
and a homeomorphism S~J,-~ : \Ah( + IBh-l\, SO that Th.h-l(ciIj) = uh._r,j for every 
j E A,+ 
The manifold p, obtained from a, by identifying \Ahl with \&,-r(, via the 
homeomorphism rh,h _ 1, has h - 1 boundary-components, ai@, . . . $ih-l@ say, 
with a,.@=a&t,r=l,. . . . h -2, and a&i? =&,li;r#ah-In;i.2 
The described proceeding leads also to a natural pseudodissection (If’, cp’) of I@, 
where H’ is the pseudocomplex quotient of H, modulo the identification of Ah 
and Bh+ If a:H + H’ is the natural projection, set CL-, =q(A[,)= ~(B&. 
Observe that If’ induces a contracted triangulation (Kz, fi) on each &a, s = 
1 , l ..,h-1. 
Now, by repeating the previous construction h - 1 times, we can get a manifold 
Q, with connected boundary a6f = a,fi#a,i’@# l l l #a& and a pseudodissection 
(I?, @), inducing a contracted triangulation (I?, f) on 80. fi is obtained from H, 
by identifying h - 1 pairs of (n - 1)-simplexes A,, B o- 1, t = 2, . . . , h on its bound- 
ary. Suppose also fl: H-, fi is the quotient map, and call et+ = *(A,) = $R,-1). 
Consider now the subcomplex l? of fi, consisting of afi U e, U l - l U eh-1 l 
Observe that afi is a contracted (n - 1)-complex, and that fog each simplex 
’ M#N denotes the connected sum of the two manifolds M and N. 
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cS, & c_ &; this implies that K’ is also a contracted (n - l)-complex. Call P’ the 
polyhedron IK’i, (@, al, 4) is a pseudodissection f tk polyhedral pair (I@, IP’), 
satisfying al’1 the hypotheses of Lemma 10. We can thereby construct a new 
pseudodissection (k, zm ? f1 of (A& IV), where K is a contracted pseudocomplex 
itself. Hence (k, fi is a contracrzd triangulation of A& containing all the simplexes 
C 19***9 c,,_. 1. The associated crystallization (fl T) of I@ contains h - 1 edges, 
belonging to 9 -l(n), which represent the (n - l)-simplexes above. 
Now, the graph (r, y), obtained from (p, p), by deleting such edges is, by 
construction, a crystallization of I@, which induces on each component d@ of &&, 
a crystallization (air, ‘vi), equivalent with (r:, 7:). 
This concludes the first part of the proof. 
Now, if A%, and therefore each a& is oriented, let us suppose that on each 
graph aiT an orientation scheme (Xi, ai) is given, inducing the fixed orientation on 
a,%& By replacmg, if necessary, the previous schemes with equivalent ones, we can 
suppose that all the permutations ai coincide with the fundamental permuta- 
tion of A, _ 1. Now, the above-described construction can be accomplished, in such 
a way that all the ‘identification morphisms’ are orientation-reversing: this can be 
done by choosing each simplex A I_ 1 represented by a vertex of X,+, and each Bt 
by a vertex of V(a,f) - X,, for t = 2, . . . , h. 
The resulting manifold fi is therefore naturally oriented, and this orientation 
can be represented on @, +) by a scheme <X,4). The same scheme, considered on 
(K y), is the one we are looking for. 
The proof of the Existence Theorem is thus complete. 0 
The construction of fi from M is exactly the one exposed by Gross [13], in the 
orientable 3-dimensional case; Gross says that fi is obtained by joining together, 
with boundary-connecting handles, all the boundary-components of M. Compare 
also [ 191, where the non-orientable case is presented. Our construction enables us 
t4) translate, in terms of crystallizations, the previous operation. 
By quite similar arguments, it is also easy to give a standard crystallization of 
the ‘disk sum’ and of the ‘multidisk sum’ of two manifolds with boundary 
(compare 1121 and [ 13]), from a crystallization of the two summands. 
5. The concept of ‘cobordism’ 
Let us call 8,, (resp. 8,) the class of a5i crystallizations of the possibly 
non-connected n-manifolds with bounoary (resp. of the closed ones). s), (resp. 
c, ) will denote the class of all pairs ((f, y), 6), where (r, y) E e,, (resp. 6,), r is a 
bipartite graph and 6 = (X, a) is an orientation scheme on r. 
Given two elements (r, y) and (rl, y’) of 6,,, we czn define their sum (r+ 
$:, y + y’), where f + r is the disjoint union of the two graphs, and y + y’ is the 
edge-coloration naturally inherited from y and y’; moreover, if S and r’ are 
bipartite graphs, and 6 = (X, cu), 0’ = (X’, cw’) are two schemes on them, then 6 +6’ 
will denote the scheme on r + r’ defined as follows;(a) find an equivalent scheme 
0” = (X”, ar”) on r’, such that CY” = at; (6) define 6+ 6’ = (XU X”, CY). 
The definition above enables us to introduce the operation of ‘sum’ also 
between elements of a3,. 
Given an orientation scheme 0 = (X, ar) on I’, we shall set -0 = (V(r) -X, at); 
‘0 will denote, as before, the induced scheme on C. 
Deibith 11. An element (r, y) of &, (resp. ((I’, r), 6) of 0,) will be called 
null-cobodunt (resp. null o-cobordant) if there exists an element (r, 7) of &,+, 
(resp. an element ((r, 7) 6) of 6,+J, such that (r, y)* (ar, “y) (resp. 
((r, y), 0) = ((C dy), ds)). 
DeMtion 12. Two elements (I’, y) and (Y, y’) of (& (resp. ((I-‘, y), 6) and 
((r’, y’), 6’) of 0,) will be called cobordant (resp. o-cobordunt), if (r+ r, y + y’) 
is null-cobordant (resp. if ((r + r’, y + y’), -6 +6’) is nuli o-cobordant). 
We are now able to state the equivalence of the above-introduced concepts of 
cobordism and ~cobordism between crystallizations, and the classical notions of 
cobordism between unoriented and oriented manifolds (compare [ 161 and [21D. 
We only recall that two closed n-manifolds M, M’ are said to be cobordant, if 
their disjoint union M+ M’ is the boundary of some (n + l)-manifold #. 
Moreover, if M and M’ are oriented, and -M denotes the manifold M, with the 
opposite orientation, then they are called oo-cobordant if the disjoint union 
-M + M’ is the boundary of some oriented (n + 1)-manifold I\;i. 
The set of all ‘cobordism classes’ of closed n-manifolds (resp. of closed oriented 
n-manifolds), under the operation ‘ +‘, given by the disjoint union, form a group 
JV~ (resp. a,,). called the non-oriented (resp. oriented) cobordism group. 
Proposition 13. Let M and M’ be two closed n-manifolds (resp. two closed oriented 
n-manifolds), and (r, y), (r’, y’) two crystullizations of them (resp. 
((I+, y), 6), ((r’, y’), 6’) two elements of h),, Fepresenting them). 
M and M’ are cobordant manifolds (resp. cobordant oriented manifolds), if and 
only if (I”, y) and (r’, y’) are cobordant (resp. ((I’, y), 0) and ((r’, y’), 0’) are 
o-cobordant). 
The proof is a simple consequence of the Existence Theorem, and the construc- 
tion of orientation schemes on edge-coloured graphs. 
Observe that the related (oriented and non-oriented) cobordism groups of 
crystallizations are naturally isomorphic with the classical N, and a,, previously 
mentioned. 
The following three Figs. l-3, where the convention of the ‘hanging edges’, 
A 
is 
B 
s’ 
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Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 3. 
coming out from each boundary-vertex, is adopted (see [SJ and [l]), show three 
examples of crystallizations, all with two boundary-components. An orientation 
scheme (X, ar) is also represented on the first two graphs, where cw is the 
fundamental permutation on A2 and A3 respectively, and the full dots represents 
the vertices of X. 
Fig. 1 represents S1 x I; Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 represent T1 x I and IMP* X I respec- 
t.ively, and suggest amethod for obtaining a standard crystallization for Ts X I ;dad 
Q, x I (where TR (resp. U,,) indicates the closed orientable (resp. non-orientable) 
surface of genus g (resp. h)). 
The previous examples realize a self-cobordism (which is an e-cobordism in the 
orientable cases) of any l- and 2-dimensional crystallization. 
The aim of the present section is to show a simple combinatorial method, 
extending the ones presented in [7, Main theorem] and [l, Proposition B], to 
decide whether a 4-coloured graph with boundary is a crystallization of a 
3-manifold with several boundary-components. 
Suppose a 4-coloured graph (r, y) is given; call p its order and p the order of 
af (i.e. the number of boundary-vertices of r). For every pair i, j of colouxs, call 
gj the number of components of the subgraph rIi,j,; g(ar) will denote, as before, 
the number of components of #. 
Cbrvacterizrrtion ‘IEeorem. A 4-coloured graph with boundary (r, y) is a crystalli- 
ration of a connected 3-dimensional manifold fi, with h boundary-components 
(h 3 O), ifi the following conditions hold: 
t i) (f, y) is a connected, &contracted element of G4, and g(W) - h. 
(ii) For every permutation v = (v~,, vl, v2) of AZ, 
g3”” = f!!“,“, +$+;h-(l-6;). 
(iii) gor+g,,z+glz=2+$p. 
Here 8: denotes the usual Kronecker symbol. 
Observe that if n;i is closed (i.e. if h = O), then p = 0, 6: = 1, and we find again 
the ‘Main theorem’ of [7]; besides, if fi”has connected boundary (i.e. if h = I), 
then we find again Proposition B of [ 11, up to the exchange of the colour ‘0’ with 
the colour ‘3’. 
Proof. Construct @‘. j4 from (f, y), by joining together all the boundary- 
components of L+, using h - 1 new edges, labelled by the colour ‘3’. By condition 
(i), i c, +) is itself a &contracted element of U& and &I=) = 1. 
Call p the order of r, 6 the order of at &j the number of components of fIi,jl. 
Observe that: (a) p = p; (b) p’ = p -2tt+2; (c) g3V, = g3V,,- h + 1; (d) j&2 = g,,,,. 
Besides, (K y) is a crystallization of a 3-manifold fi, iff (r, j9 is a crystallization 
of the manifold I@, obtained by joining all the boundary-components of i@ using 
boundary-corm xting handles. It follows that (I-‘, y) is a crystallization of I@, iff 
\? +) satisfies the conditions of Proposition B OF [ 11, where the colour ‘0’ must be 
exch;d.-yed with the colour ‘3‘. The Characte;*ization Theorem is therefore a 
consequence of the quoted proposition, and of the relations (a), (b), (c), (d). 0 
Final Remarks The previous theorem allows US to present an intrinsic notion of 
cobordism, between surface-crystallizations, without any neec;l of topology: in fact 
Q, coincides with the class of all contracted 3-coloured graphs (compare [7] and 
[S]), and g3 is now combinatorially characterized. An n-dimensional analogous of 
such a result is still missing. 
Fir?ally, observe that a combinatorial definition of ‘cobordant edge-coloured 
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graphs’, without any requirement on the graph which realizes the cobordism, is 
possible but trivial: in such a theory, every graph would be null-cobordant, by a 
straightforward cone-construction. 
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